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ABSTRACT 

 

THESIS PROJECT: Comparison of Differences Between PWD/PhJ and C57BL/6J 

Mice and Effects of Glutathione on Chorda Tympani Nerve Responses to Calcium 

Solutions. 
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COLLEGE: Sciences and Humanities 

DATE: May, 2011 

PAGES: 35 

 I conducted electrophysiological work in C57BL/6J (B6) and PWD/PhJ (PWD) 

mice, with the goal of providing insight into the genetic and physiological controls of 

calcium intake. Prior behavioral preference tests indicated that PWD mice have higher 

preferences for calcium compounds compared to B6 mice, though several mechanisms 

could underlie this observation. I therefore measured taste-evoked chorda tympani (CT) 

responses in B6 and PWD mice, in order to investigate the specific role of taste 

sensation. A second experiment was conducted to investigate the role of the calcium-

sensing receptor (CaSR) is in gustatory transduction of calcium ions, using the CaSR 

agonist glutathione. In experiment 1, responses were significantly larger in PWD than B6 

mice for CaCl2, MgCl2, citric acid and quinine, but did not differ between the strains for 

sucrose, KCl and NaCl. These strain differences in CT responses were especially large 

for tonic, rather than phasic, responding. These data suggest that differences in peripheral 

events, such as taste transduction, contribute to differences between B6 and PWD mice in 



 

 

preferences for taste solutions such as CaCl2. In experiment 2, glutathione at 100 µM had 

negligible effects on taste-evoked CT responses, which does not support a role for CaSR 

in mediating taste transduction of calcium ions.
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

 

 

 

Calcium is essential for normal physiological functioning. Calcium is needed 

every day to maintain proper muscle contraction, for proper transmission of impulses 

throughout the nervous system, allowing blood to clot, permitting secretion of various 

hormones and enzymes, and to keep teeth and bones strong (Sherwood, 2010). As 

extracellular calcium concentration falls from its typical 9 - 10.5 mg/dL, physiological 

systems become dysfunctional with the consequent impairment of normal homeostasis 

(Kasper et al., 2008).  

Calcium stores are maintained in the body by two important mechanisms: 1) by 

increasing the tubular reabsorption of calcium in the kidneys under the influence of 

parathyroid hormone and also by increasing the absorption of calcium in the small 

intestine under the influence of vitamin-D (Hall, 2006), and 2) gaining additional 

amounts of calcium through calcium appetite (Tordoff, 2001).  It is therefore not 

surprising that animals consume more calcium when their body demands more to 

maintain normal physiology (Tordoff, 2001). Calcium in the blood is either ionized (free) 

or bound to proteins, and calcium appetite is controlled by the ionized form (Tordoff et 

al., 1998). Calcium intake, vitamin D and estrogen all play important roles in bone 
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formation and bone loss (Hall, 2006). Particularly during adolescence, calcium intake is 

an important determinant of peak bone mass (Kasper et al., 2008). Low voluntary 

calcium intakes have been implicated in several diseases that afflict the U.S. population 

including osteoporosis, hypertension, obesity, and premenstrual syndrome (Barger and 

Heaney, 1994; Haddy, 1991).  

Previous studies on rodents have shown that a change in calcium intake may be 

influenced by a change in blood calcium concentrations, with increased calcium appetite 

provoked by factors that reduce blood calcium (e.g., dietary vitamin D deficiency, 

parathyroidectomy, decreased dietary calcium) and decreased appetite with treatments 

that increase blood calcium (e.g., administration of parathyroid hormone, high calcium 

diet) (Tordoff et al., 1998). Also, calcium-deprived rats showed an elevated intake of 

calcium (McCaughey and Tordoff, 2000; McCaughey and Tordoff, 2002). Craving for 

consumption of clay (pica) which is rich in calcium is associated with the high demand 

for calcium in calcium deficient people (Hunter, 1993); lactating mothers consume more 

calcium containing foods due to the high demand for calcium during this period (Greer et 

al., 1984); children with hypo-parathyroidism (which ultimately leads to calcium 

deficiency) have shown a craving for chalk (Davis, 1928). All these findings raise the 

possibility but do not prove that humans have a calcium appetite. 

1.1 Gustatory Neuroanatomy 

 There are five taste sensations commonly considered to be basics: sweet, sour, 

bitter, salty and umami. Taste receptors are present throughout the oral cavity and tongue. 

When a tastant enters the mouth, it causes a depolarization of these taste receptor cells in 
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the oral cavity that is necessary to stimulate the peripheral nerves projecting to the brain. 

It is thought that each chemical with a particular taste quality has a distinctive 

transduction mechanism involved to bring about this response. 

 There are three cranial nerves that carry the gustatory information from the mouth 

towards the brain. They are cranial nerves VII, IX and X. Cranial nerve VII (chorda 

tympani branch of the facial nerve) carries information from the anterior two-thirds of the 

tongue, cranial nerve IX (glossopharyngeal) carries from the posterior one-third of the 

tongue, and cranial nerve X (vagus) from the epiglottis and upper esophagus (Smith and 

Frank, 1993). All these peripheral gustatory fibers converge centrally in the nucleus of 

solitary tract (NST). In rodents, gustatory information is then sent to the pons, thalamus 

and cortex, to allow for the discrimination of taste quality and intensity, or to the ventral 

forebrain, in order to stimulate the proper ingestive behavior. Previous studies focusing 

on the chorda tympani (CT) nerve indicate that it carries various subsets of nerve fibers 

which can either be sensitive to a specific taste quality or else to more than one quality. In 

addition, it has also been shown that there are subsets of nerve fibers specifically 

sensitive to calcium- and magnesium-containing stimuli, which suggests that calcium 

activates a gustatory transduction mechanism that is distinct from the ones used by sweet, 

salty, sour, bitter, or umami taste. However, it is unknown how calcium taste is 

transduced. 

1.2 Calcium taste 

 A majority of the United States population do not eat as much calcium as they 

should (Block et al., 1985). There is a strong inverse correlation between acceptances of 
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green vegetables by humans related to their calcium content, presumably due to calcium 

ions contributing a bitter taste to the foods (Tordoff and Sandell, 2009). In choice tests 

between collard greens, a high-calcium vegetable, and cabbage, a low-calcium vegetable, 

the calcium-favoring animals had higher preferences for collard greens than did controls 

(Tordoff et al., 2008). These observations raise the possibility that the taste of calcium 

may contribute to the bitterness and thus acceptability of vegetables.  However, humans 

describe calcium salts with adjectives other than sweet, salty, sour, bitter, or umami 

(Tordoff, 1996), which shows that calcium-containing compounds may have a unique 

taste quality that is distinct from the standard five basic primary taste sensations. Rats 

also distinguish between calcium and basic taste qualities when bar-pressing (Morrison, 

1967) or when adjusting their intake after being calcium-deprived (McCaughey and 

Tordoff, 2002).   

1.3 Taste transduction 

 The taste transduction mechanism for calcium may involve the calcium-sensing 

receptor (CaSR). CaSR is functional in amphibian taste (Okada et al., 2007) and is 

expressed in rodent taste bud cells (Tordoff, Reed et al. 2008; Gabriel, Uneyama et al. 

2009). This CaSR is selective for calcium and magnesium ions, and the stimulation of 

these receptors could be responsible for the taste of calcium and magnesium but not other 

minerals (Brown, 1997).  In a study to identify the genes that underlie calcium 

consumption and preference, a genome screen conducted on the B6 x PWK F2 mice with 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) showed the involvement of the Casr gene which encodes for 

CaSR and also for the Tas1r3 gene which encodes for the T1R3 protein (Tordoff et al., 
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2008). These two genes were hypothesized to be important in regulation of calcium taste. 

Recent work suggests that the pronounced preference for calcium by the PWK strain is 

due to polymorphisms of Tas1r3, but at the same time calcium and magnesium solutions 

that were avoided by wild-type B6 mice were preferred (relative to water) by Tas1r3 

knockout mice. Also, oral calcium elicited less electrophysiological activity in the chorda 

tympani nerve of Tas1r3 knockout than wild-type mice (Tordoff et al., 2008). Taken 

together these data suggest that mice that lack Tas1r3 show less avoidance of calcium 

compounds than do B6 mice with an intact gene, possibly because binding of Ca
2+

 to 

T1R3 imparts a negative taste. There is also a possibility that CaSR and T1R3 dimerize to 

form a gustatory receptor for calcium, given that T1R3 is known to dimerize with the 

T1R1 and T1R2 proteins to form receptors for umami and sweet taste, respectively (Zhao 

et al., 2003).  

However, there remain unanswered questions related to calcium taste transduction 

and appetite.  Even though prior work indicates that T1R3-mediated calcium transduction 

can occur in the mouth,  this does not rule out its actions elsewhere, as T1R3 is also seen 

in sites in addition the tongue, especially in the gastrointestinal tract (Bezencon et al., 

2007). Future work will be needed to see whether alleles of Tas1r3 influence the 

absorption or metabolism of calcium or magnesium. Furthermore, although T1R3 may be 

involved in the unpleasant aspect of calcium's taste, Tas1r3-knockouts prefer some 

concentrations of CaCl2. It is very likely that multiple receptor mechanisms are involved 

in the detection of calcium and magnesium, as is the case for most other taste stimuli. 

T1R3 is the first receptor to be implicated in mammalian calcium and magnesium 
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gustation but it is unlikely to be the only one. CaSR is abundantly expressed in 

parathyroid glands, kidney, gut, and bone, and plays a key role in regulating the release 

of parathyroid hormone in response to circulating blood calcium concentrations (Hendy 

and Phommarinh, 2007). CaSR is also expressed in brain, especially in the subfornical 

organ (Yano et al., 2004) which can alter the calcium concentration when activated by 

CaSR agonists like NPS R-467 (Washburn et al., 1999). Unpublished data by Tordoff has 

shown evidence of expression of CaSR in the taste buds of B6 mice. This raises the 

prospect of involvement of CaSR in the taste transduction of the calcium from the tongue 

to higher centers of the brain via the CT nerve.   

The CaSR agonist glutathione (GSH- gamma glutamyl cysteinyl glycine) is a 

typical kokumi taste substance, which is commercially available and has been used as a 

taste enhancing substance to make foods taste savory and hearty in Japanese cuisine. 

Recent work has demonstrated that the kokumi taste is enhanced by activation of CaSR, a 

close relative of the class C G-protein- coupled receptors T1R1, T1R2, and T1R3 (sweet 

and umami receptors) (Ohsu et al., 2010). However, there is no evidence to show that 

glutathione is acting only through CaSR of the tongue to enhance the calcium taste 

sensation. Further studies need to be done to focus particularly on the CaSR of the tongue 

either by developing a model of Casr knockout strain or by using an agonist or antagonist 

acting specifically on the CaSR of the tongue to understand its role in the peripheral 

gustatory response.  

1.4 Conclusions and Experimental Rationale.  

1.4.1 Experiment 1 
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Previous studies have demonstrated that the PWK/PhJ strain has a strong 

preference for calcium-containing solutions (Tordoff et al., 2007). In the current work, 

we use PWD/PhJ (PWD) mice which like the PWK/PhJ strain, are of Mus m. musculus 

origin as opposed to more commonly used laboratory mouse strains derived from Mus m. 

domesticus origin (Gregorova and Forejt, 2000). However, the PWD mice offer an 

advantage over PWK/PhJ mice in having available consomic strains on a B6 background, 

which will facilitate future genetic analyses. It has been observed that the PWD strain of 

mice also have high preference scores for calcium and magnesium solutions similar to 

those of the PWK strain. In addition PWD mice also showed higher preference to citric 

acid (sour) and quinine hydrochloride (bitter), but not for sucrose (sweet), KCl or NaCl 

(salt) solutions relative to preferences of B6 mice (Cherukuri et al., 2011). We used an 

electrophysiological approach to measure the taste-evoked responses in chorda tympani 

(CT) nerve of PWD and B6 strain mice to search for definitive evidence that the strain 

differences in preferences for calcium are due to peripheral gustatory mechanisms.  

1.4.2 Experiment 2 

Work done by Tordoff et al., (2008) demonstrates the possible involvement of the 

Casr and Tas1r3 genes which code for CaSR and T1R3 proteins, respectively, in calcium 

taste.  Previous studies were done on Tas1r3 KO mice, but the same was not possible to 

do by knocking out the Casr gene because the Casr KO mice fail to thrive and rarely 

survive beyond weaning.  Also the absence of CaSR leads to abnormally high parathyroid 

levels which lead to severe osteomalacia, making animals teeth so soft that they cannot 

eat pelleted food. Thus, I used a pharmacological approach to investigate the role of 
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CaSR in calcium taste transduction. With previous data showing evidence that 

glutathione acts as a CaSR agonist, the second part of the experiment was to examine if 

glutathione can bring about any change in peripheral taste as evidenced by the 

electrophysiological response from the CT nerve.
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CHAPTER 2 

Methods 

 

 

 

2.1. Experiment 1: 

2.1.1. Subjects 

Measurements of CT activity were made in 6 male C57BL/6J (B6) and 6 male 

PWD/PhJ (PWD) mice. All animals were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar 

Harbor, ME). Procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Ball 

State University. Mice were kept at 23–26 °C with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle (lights off at 

7 PM) and were maintained on AIN-76A diet (Dyets, Bethlehem, PA, cat. no. 100000) 

and tap water ad libitum. Mice did not receive stimulus solutions prior to 

electrophysiology to ensure that they had similar gustatory backgrounds. 

2.1.2. Surgery  

Each animal was anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine, xylazine and 

acepromazine (90, 20, and 3 mg/kg, respectively; intraperitoneally, with further doses as 

necessary). A tracheotomy was performed to prevent suffocation, and the animal was 

placed supine with the head secured in a non-traumatic head holder. In all animals, the 

CT nerve was accessed by cutting off the right ear and clearing the cartilage along the ear 

canal and ultimately by puncturing the tympanic membrane and exposing the right CT 
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nerve adjacent to the malleus (Cheal, 1977). An electrode made of platinum/iridium wire 

was placed on the nerve, and the multiunit signal was amplified, filtered, rectified and 

integrated with a time constant of 1.0 s using conventional methods and stored on the 

computer for off-line analysis. A few drops of mineral oil were placed in the wound site 

at the point of contact of the nerve with the electrode to prevent desiccation of the nerve. 

An indifferent electrode was positioned in nearby muscle tissue. Body temperature was 

maintained at 34-37°C.  All animals were overdosed at the conclusion of neural 

recording. 

2.1.3. Stimuli and delivery 

 Fifteen taste stimuli were presented during the recording from the CT nerve: 

calcium chloride(CaCl2) at 0.1, 1, 10, 100 mM; calcium lactate (CaLa), magnesium 

chloride (MgCl2), sodium chloride (NaCl) and potassium chloride (KCl), all at 10 and 

100 mM; 500 mM sucrose; 10 mM citric acid; 20 mM Quinine (QHCl). All were made 

by mixing them in distilled water and were applied on the tongue with deionized water as 

background rinse. The anterior tongue was placed in a flow chamber, and deionized 

water rinse and stimulus solutions were applied in units of 10 ml by continuous flow with 

a rate of 0.5 ml/s. The rinse and all stimulus solutions were presented at room 

temperature. Each stimulus presentation lasted for 20 s and was followed by at least 60 s 

of rinse with deionized water.  

 The order of application of the stimuli was random, to avoid adaptation effects of 

chemicals with similar taste, except that different concentrations of a given compound 

were applied in ascending order. In addition, 100 mM NH4Cl mixed in distilled water 
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was applied at regular intervals throughout the entire process to serve as a reference 

stimulus.  

When possible, stimuli were reapplied for a given CT preparation to ensure that 

the nerve’s response was stable, and relative response sizes were averaged across all 

applications. Across the entire experiment, the Pearson product moment correlation 

between the responses sizes of the first and second applications was +0.92, indicating that 

there was a high degree of stability in our preparations. 

2.1.4. Analysis 

Three response types were calculated for each stimulus application: 10-s net, 

peak, and tonic. Ten-s net values were based on the area-under-the-curve of the 

integrated voltage for 10 s after stimulus onset (evoked) minus the area for 10 s before 

onset (baseline). Peak values were calculated by subtracting the mean voltage level for 

the 10-s baseline period from the maximum voltage obtained within 3 s of stimulus onset. 

Tonic responses were calculated by subtracting the mean voltage level for the 10-s 

baseline period from the voltage level at 10 s after stimulus onset. In all cases, relative 

response sizes were calculated for each stimulus application and each response type 

based on the size of the corresponding NH4Cl reference responses. 

Differences between the B6 and PWD mice were assessed using t-tests for 

compounds presented at only one concentration. For compounds presented at more than 

one concentration, two-way, mixed ANOVAs were used, and if there was a significant 

effect of strain or a strain × concentration interaction, then post-hoc t-tests were 
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conducted to examine differences for individual concentrations. For all tests p < 0.05 was 

considered to be significant. 

2.2. Experiment 2 

2.2.1. Subjects 

 Measurements of CT activity were made in 6 male B6 mice. All animals were 

purchased from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Procedures were approved by 

the Animal Care and Use Committee of Ball State University. Mice were kept at 23–26 

°C with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle (lights off at 7 PM) and were maintained on AIN-76A 

diet (Dyets, Bethlehem, PA, cat. no. 100000) and tap water ad libitum. Mice did not 

receive stimulus solutions prior to electrophysiology to ensure that they had similar 

gustatory backgrounds. 

2.2.2. Surgery 

 The surgical approach to approach the CT nerve and to record the nerve activity 

was done in the similar fashion as described earlier in section 2.1.2.  

2.2.3. Stimuli and delivery 

 Stimuli, which were mixed in distilled water, consisted of: CaCl2 at 0.1, 1, 10 

mM; CaLa, MgCl2, both at 1, 10 mM; 10 mM NaCl; 1 mM inosine monophosphate 

(IMP); 50 mM sucrose, 1 mM citric acid; 2mM quinine HCl. This stimulus array was 

applied prior to glutathione application with deionized water as background rinse. The 

background rinse was then changed from deionized water to 100 µM glutathione, and the 
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above stimulus series was reapplied, with these solutions mixed in 100 µM glutathione 

rather than deionized water.  When possible, the entire array was then reapplied with the 

rinse returned to distilled water, in order to track recovery from any effects of the drug. 

The order of application of the stimuli was random, to avoid adaptation effects of 

chemicals with similar taste, except that different concentrations of a given compound 

were applied in ascending order. In addition, 100 mM NH4Cl mixed in distilled water 

was applied at regular intervals throughout the entire process to serve as a reference 

stimulus.  

2.2.4. Analysis 

 Responses to the stimulus prior to glutathione (i.e,, compounds mixed in 

deionized water and applied with deionized water rinse) were compared with the 

responses during the glutathione series (i.e., compounds mixed in 100 uM glutathione 

with 100 uM glutathione rinse). Any differences (increases or decreases) in responses 

after glutathione rinse were considered to be due to the effects of glutathione. Differences 

between the different conditions (i.e., before glutathione versus during glutathione) in B6 

mice were assessed using t-tests for compounds presented at only one concentration. For 

compounds presented at more than one concentration, two-way, mixed ANOVAs were 

used, and if there was a significant effect of strain or a strain × concentration interaction, 

then post hoc t-tests were conducted to examine differences for individual concentrations. 

For all tests p < 0.05 was considered to be significant.
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CHAPTER 3 

Results 

 

 

 

3.1. Experiment 1 

3.1.1. 10-s net responses 

Mean 10-s net CT responses to CaCl2 were generally higher in PWD than in B6 

mice (Fig. 1; effect of strain, F [1, 10] = 18.4, p=0.002), and this difference was 

especially large for some concentrations (strain × concentration interaction, F [3, 10] = 

5.9, p=0.003). Post-hoc tests revealed that responses to 10 and 100 mM CaCl2 were 

significantly larger in PWD than in B6 mice (t [10] ≥ 3.2, p≤0.01 in both cases). For 

CaLa, responses in PWD mice were larger overall relative to B6 mice (Fig. 2; effect of 

strain, F[1,10]=5.0, p=0.049), but post-hoc comparisons did not indicate a significant 

difference for individual concentrations. The PWD mice also had significantly larger 

responses to MgCl2 relative to those of B6 mice (Fig. 3; effect of strain, F[1,10]=14.8, 

p=0.003; strain × concentration interaction, F[1,10]=7.2, p=0.02), and post-hoc tests were 

significant for both 10 and 100 mM MgCl2 (t[10]≥2.3, p<0.05 in both cases). No strain 

differences in taste-evoked activity were observed for NaCl or KCl (Fig. 2). Among the 

chemicals representative of the basic taste qualities, QHCl and citric acid evoked 

significantly larger responses in PWD than in B6 mice (t[10]≥3.5, p≤0.002 in both cases), 

but responses to sucrose did not differ between the strains (Fig. 3). 
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 There was an increased response to a wide array of taste stimuli in PWD 

compared to B6 mice. This raises the question if there was a strain difference in 

responses to the NH4Cl reference stimulus. In order to consider this issue, raw scores for 

NH4Cl were compared. There are a lot of factors that may cause variation of these scores 

viz., non-taste factors like thickness and dryness of the nerve, but such variation should 

be distributed evenly between the B6 and PWD strains. However, it was found that the 

two mouse strains did not differ in their raw NH4Cl responses. When considered together 

with the previous findings that B6 and PWD mice prefer NH4Cl equally (Cherukuri et al., 

2011), it is likely that NH4Cl  was an appropriate reference stimulus that gave 

comparable responses in the two mouse strains, and the strain differences described 

earlier for relative response sizes can be considered to reflect variation in gustatory 

responsiveness for individual chemicals and not due to non-taste factors. 

3.1.2. Time course of responses 

The 10-s net values described above provide a summation of the overall level of 

multiunit responses, but they do not provide insight into their time courses and how such 

temporal patterns might vary between the strains. Examination of individual responses, 

though, indicated that tonic activity (i.e., the response portion occurring after the initial 

voltage peak) tended to be large in PWD mice, whereas responses in B6 mice declined 

more quickly after peaking (Fig. 4). In order to measure this apparent strain difference, I 

calculated separate phasic and tonic responses; the former represented the maximum 

increase within 3 s of stimulus onset, and the latter was based on the response level at 10 

s after onset (see Methods for more details). In general, the strain differences described 
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above for 10-s net responses arose due to differences in the tonic, rather than phasic, 

portion of the response (Table 1). Mean 10-s tonic responses were significantly larger in 

PWD than in B6 mice for 10 and 100 mM CaCl2; 10 mM Ca lactate; 10 and 100 mM 

MgCl2; and citric acid (t [10] ≥ 2.4, p ≤ 0.04 in all cases). No differences were observed 

for QHCl, sucrose, NaCl and KCl. 

 In contrast, there were few strain differences when only the phasic response 

portion was considered (Table 1). Mean 3-s phasic responses were significantly larger for 

10 mM and 100 mM CaCl2 and for citric acid (t [10] ≥ 2.3, p < 0.05 in all cases). No 

strain differences in phasic activity were seen for CaLa, MgCl2, KCl, NaCl, QHCl or 

sucrose. Although strain differences in CaCl2 responses were significant for both phasic 

and tonic responding, the difference was larger for the latter. Tonic responses to 10 and 

100 mM CaCl2 in PWD mice were 54 and 39% larger, respectively, than those of B6 

mice, whereas phasic responses were only 21 and 24% larger in the PWD strain. 

3.2. Experiment 2 

3.2.1. Responses to Ca
2+

 and Mg
2+

 compounds 

 When the B6 mice were compared on their 10 s net CT responses to CaCl2 prior 

to and during glutathione application, there was no significant difference in the time of 

application (F[1,6] = 3.16, p = 0.126), but there was a significant time × concentration 

interaction (F[2,12] = 4.1, p = 0.04); However, of the individual concentrations (100 uM, 

1 mM, 10 mM) of CaCl2, only 1 mM CaCl2 yielded a significant difference (t[6] = 2.6, p 

= 0.04) when post-hoc tests were conducted (Table 2).  There was no significant 
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difference observed between pre-glutathione and during glutathione for CaLa and MgCl2 

in the ANOVAs and hence no post-hoc tests were done for these compounds. 

3.2.2 Responses to other taste stimuli 

 We also examined and compared the 10 s net CT responses of NaCl, IMP, 

sucrose, QHCl and citric acid before and during application of glutathione.  There were 

no significant differences observed (Table 2). 

 As in experiment 1, we used NH4Cl as a reference stimuli throughout the 

recording. However, since glutathione is used as background rinse for part of the 

experiment, we wanted to see if that would influence the NH4Cl response as well. In 

order to address this, we compared the raw NH4Cl responses before and after glutathione 

application.  Such scores would be expected to vary based on several non-taste factors, 

such as thickness or dryness of the nerve, but such variation should be distributed evenly 

during both the times of stimulus application in the B6 strain.  It was found that mean 

response sizes did not differ significantly with the influence of glutathione application for 

NH4Cl. 

3.2.3. Time course of responses 

 The 10-s net values described above provide a summation of the overall level of 

multiunit CT responses, which were similar before and during glutathione application, 

but they do not provide insight into whether there is any difference in their time courses 

and how such temporal patterns might vary as seen in experiment 1. Nevertheless, 

examination of the tonic activity (i.e., the response portion occurring after the initial 
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voltage peak) and the phasic activity (maximum increase within 3 s of stimulus onset) did 

not reveal any consistent effects of application of glutathione (data not shown). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Mean (±SEM) whole-nerve chorda tympani responses to CaCl2 in PWD (solid 

line) and B6 (dashed line) mice in Experiment 1. *p < 0.05, PWD vs. B6. 
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Fig. 2. Mean (±SEM) whole-nerve chorda tympani responses in PWD (solid line) and B6 

(dashed line) mice in Experiment 1 to CaLa, KCl, MgCl2, and NaCl. *p<0.05, PWD vs. 

B6. 
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Fig. 3. Mean (±SEM) whole-nerve chorda tympani responses to basic taste qualities in 

PWD (closed bars) and B6 (open bars) mice in Experiment 1. *p < 0.05, PWD vs. B6. 

Cit, 10 mM citric acid; Q, 20 mM QHCl; Suc, 500 mM sucrose. 
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Fig. 4. Sample recordings of integrated whole nerve chorda tympani responses to CaCl2 

in a PWD (top) and a B6 (bottom) mouse in Experiment 1. The mice differed in the 

temporal patterns of their responses, with more sustained activity in the PWD mouse than 

in the B6. 
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STIMULUS 3-Sec phasic 10-Sec tonic 

 B6 PWD B6 PWD 

0.1 mM CaCl2 0.12 + 0.02 0.07 +0.01 0.05 + 0.04 0.02 + 0.02 

1 mM CaCl2 0.37 + 0.06 0.46 + 0.04 0.17 + 0.03 0.25 + 0.04 

10 mM CaCl2 0.73 + 0.05 0.88+0.05 * 0.46 + 0.06 0.71+0.04 * 

100 mM CaCl2 1.11 + 0.09 1.38 +0.08 * 1.18 + 0.06 1.64+0.14 * 

10 mM Ca lactate 0.56 + 0.04 0.64 + 0.02 0.18 + 0.04 0.36+0.03 * 

100 mM Ca lactate 0.79 + 0.05 0.86 + 0.03 0.56 + 0.02 0.60  0.05 

10 mM MgCl2 0.65 + 0.06 0.85 + 0.09 0.34 + 0.09 0.58+0.05 * 

100 mM MgCl2 1.17 + 0.07 1.39 + 0.08 1.16 + 0.13 1.68+0.10 * 

Citric acid 0.59 + 0.04 0.89+0.08 * 0.58 + 0.06 0.93+0.13 * 

Quinine 0.78 + 0.12 1.00 + 0.09 0.84 + 0.16 1.05 + 0.13 

Sucrose 0.73 + 0.11 0.72 + 0.07 1.29 + 0.27 1.31 + 0.14 

10 mM NaCl 0.55 + 0.08 0.77 + 0.07 0.45 + 0.19 0.61 + 0.10 

100 mM NaCl 1.41 + 0.15 1.60 + 0.18 1.57 + 0.20 1.69 + 0.15 

10 mM KCl 0.51 + 0.11 0.77 + 0.07 0.29 + 0.06 0.45 + 0.08 

100 mM KCl 0.75 + 0.05 0.84 + 0.04 0.71 + 0.12 0.93 + 0.06 

 

Table 1 

Mean (±SEM) 3-s phasic and 10-s tonic chorda tympani responses of B6 and PWD mice 

in experiment 1. Values represent responses relative to 100 mM NH4Cl. *p < 0.05, PWD 

vs. B6. 
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STIMULUS Pre-Glutathione 

(with water rinse) 

 

with Glutathione Post Glutathione 

(Back to water rinse) 

100 µµµµM CaCl 0.01 + 0.02 

 

0.01 + 0.02  

 

0.02 + 0.02  

 

1 mM CaCl 

 

0.25 + 0.04 0.13 + 0.02* 0.17 + 0.02 

10 mM CaCl 

 

0.58 + 0.03 0.52 + 0.04 0.64 + 0.04 

1 mM CaLac 

 

0.17 + 0.05 0.10 + 0.02 0.09 + 0.02 

10 mM CaLac 

 

0.43 + 0.06 0.30 + 0.04 0.4 + 0.07 

1 mM Mg 

 

0.16 + 0.04 0.12 + 0.02 0.15 + 0.22 

10 mM Mg 

 

0.56 + 0.04 0.53 + 0.05 0.58 + 0.05 

Cit 

 

0.29 + 0.04 0.17+ 0.03 0.20 + 0.04 

IMP 

 

0.20 + 0.04 0.14 + 0.03 0.20 + 0.02 

Suc 

 

0.13 + 0.04 0.07 + 0.03 0.23 + 0.05 

Q 

 

0.38 + 0.06 0.23 + 0.05 0.39 + 0.05 

NaCl 

 

0.54 + 0.06 0.46 + 0.09 0.45 + 0.05 

 

Table 2 

Mean (± SEM) 10-s net chorda tympani responses to a concentration series of various 

concentrations of calcium and magnesium compounds and other basic taste stimuli in B6 

mice before, during, and after application of 100 µM glutathione in experiment 2. Values 

represent responses relative to 100 mM NH4Cl. *p < 0.05, during glutathione vs. before 

glutathione. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Discussion 

 

 

 

4.1. Summary 

 Results from experiment 1 revealed that there is a significant strain difference in 

the size of taste evoked CT responses between B6 and PWD in the same direction of the 

2 bottle preference tests, i.e., those compounds that were preferred more by PWD than B6 

mice, evoked larger 10 sec net responses compared to B6 mice.   PWD mice had 

significantly higher preferences for CaCl2, CaLa, MgCl2, citric acid and QHCl relative to 

the B6 strain (Cherukuri et al., 2011). CT responses were significantly larger in PWD 

mice for all of these compounds, though in the case of CaLa there was a significant effect 

of strain, but differences for the two individual concentrations were not significant. The 

strains did not differ in their preferences for or CT responses to NaCl, KCl, NH4Cl and 

sucrose. These results support the hypothesis that strain variation in taste perception 

contributes to the differences in two-bottle preferences between PWD and B6 mice. 

 PWD mice had high preferences for CaCl2 and CaLa similar to those of PWK 

mice (Tordoff et al., 2008), while most other inbred strains along with B6 avoid it 

(Bachmanov et al., 2002). It appears that PWD mice can provide a good model for 

studying calcium appetite, and B6-Chr nPWD consomic mice will be useful in helping to 
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identify genes responsible for the positive taste of calcium. PWD mice differed from the 

PWK strain, though, in having significantly higher preferences for citric acid and QHCl 

compared with B6 mice (Tordoff et al., 2008). 

 It should be noted that the degree of strain differences in chorda tympani 

responding to the test solutions were generally smaller than the amount of the associated 

behavioral differences (Cherukuri et al., 2011). For example, PWD mice demonstrated a 

strong preference for 50 mM CaLa and B6 mice clearly avoided it, but the strain 

differences in CT responses to 10 and 100 mM CaLa were not large enough to reach 

significance in post-hoc tests. Possible explanations could be that, the neural data 

obtained was based only on the CT nerve response, but the taste preference could be 

carried by other taste nerves like the glossopharyngeal. Also, our neural recording was an 

integrated response to the whole chorda tympani nerve, whereas the results of the 

behavioral tests may have been especially influenced by the activity of the specific nerve 

fibers which carry only taste sensation of a particular compound.  

 Glutathione, which was studied as a CaSR agonist, did not cause any consistent 

change in the CT response when mixed with calcium- and magnesium-related 

compounds as well as other basic taste compounds. This was despite in vitro studies 

showing that glutathione can stimulate the CaSR (Ohsu et al., 2010). Thus, I did not find 

evidence in support of calcium taste transduction being mediated by CaSR.  The previous 

genetic linkage of variation in Casr to calcium preferences, then, may be due to the 

involvement of CaSR protein found in non-taste tissue (Hendy and Phommarinh, 2007; 

Yano et al., 2004).    
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 Nonetheless, there are a number of possibilities which could be consistent both 

with the present data and a role for CaSR in calcium taste.  For example, it may be that 

the concentration and/or duration of treatment of the tongue with glutathione was 

insufficient to allow it to act on CaSR expressed in taste tissue.  The prior in vitro data, 

for example, would not be affected several factors relevant to the current in vivo work, 

such as the presence of tight junctions between adjacent taste receptor cells found in taste 

buds.  If the CaSR proteins are found behind these tight junctions, then they may be 

reached by calcium ions but not by glutathione, which would prevent the latter from 

binding and influencing the responses of the CT nerve.  Thus, additional work, possibly 

using higher concentrations of glutathione, will be needed to provide stronger evidence 

that CaSR is not involved in calcium taste transduction. 

4.2 Role of chorda tympani in determining taste preferences 

 The results are consistent with several prior studies in mice, in which higher 

preferences for taste solutions by a particular mouse strain were associated with larger 

CT responses to those same compounds (Ninomiya, Mizukoshi et al. 1984; Bachmanov, 

Tordoff et al. 2001; Inoue, McCaughey et al. 2001). But it is not clearly understood how 

to relate the multiunit CT responses to the perceived taste quality and the ingestive 

behavior of the animal, given the lack of specificity of the whole-nerve CT response. 

Multiunit CT responses can be strong for both preferred and avoided taste stimuli. In 

prior works, larger CT responses to sweeteners have been associated with higher 

preferences in two-bottle tests when mouse strains have been compared with each other 

(Bachmanov, Tordoff et al. 2001; Inoue, McCaughey et al. 2001).  In contrast, larger CT 
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responses to NaCl or bitter compounds have been associated with greater behavioral 

avoidance (Frank and Blizard 1999). CT responses to the bitter compound SOA were 

found to be larger in the "taster" SWR/J strain, which avoids the compound, than in the  

"nontaster" C57BL/6J strain, which is indifferent to the compound in two-bottle tests 

with water (Inoue, Li et al. 2001); presumably, then, the larger whole-nerve response in 

SWR/J mice resulted in a more intense perception of bitterness in that strain, which 

resulted in less consumption of SOA relative to that found in the B6 mice.  

 As a result, the relationship between CT and behavioral data may be especially 

complex for compounds whose taste quality or palatability varies widely across 

concentrations, such as NaCl and CaCl2.  Calcium is similar to sodium, in that both may 

be preferred by rodents at moderate concentrations but strongly avoided at higher 

concentrations. Also, human subjects report changes in the perceived taste quality of 

calcium solutions depending on concentration (Tordoff, 1996). Calcium's taste has both 

positive and negative aspects, and gustatory transduction of calcium likely involves 

multiple mechanisms, with both ion-specific receptors and ones that are shared between 

Ca
2+

 and other cations.  In the current work, greater taste-evoked neural activity was 

associated with higher preferences for CaCl2 and CaLa when comparing our two mouse 

strains. This contrasts with prior work (Tordoff, Shao et al. 2008), in which Tas1r3 KO 

mice had significantly lower CT responses to CaCl2, but higher behavioral preferences, 

compared with B6 controls (see the next section for a possible explanation of this 

apparent discrepancy). These considerations are not meant to markdown the importance 

of the CT activity in influencing the palatability of taste solutions.  However, they 
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suggest that there does not appear to be a simple relationship between the size of 

multiunit CT responses to a taste stimulus and how rodents prefer that stimulus. 

Additional studies need to done to show the connection between the large CT responses 

to the calcium and magnesium stimuli and the high preference for them in the PWD 

strain. Insight into the perceived taste quality of these compounds will be especially 

useful. 

 Our data for quinine and citric acid are inexplicable, in that the larger CT 

responses to these compounds in PWD than B6 mice may result in greater perception of 

aversive bitter and sour tastes in the former strain.  However, PWD mice had higher 

preferences for citric acid and quinine than did B6 mice (Cherukuri et al., 2011).  A 

possible explanation is that the strain differences in CT responses are compensated by 

differences in the opposite direction in other nerves, such as the glossopharyngeal, which 

is more sensitive to bitter compounds than is the CT (Tanimura et al., 1994). 

4.3 Time course of neural responses 

 In an attempt to understand the positive and negative aspects of gustatory 

transduction in relation to their behavioral preference to calcium compounds, we 

examined the time-based patterns of taste-evoked responses.  These analyses indicated 

that strain differences in CT responses were especially pronounced for tonic responding, 

with more sustained taste-evoked activity in PWD than B6 mice (Table 1 and Fig 4). This 

finding allows a possible reconciliation with the prior study involving B6 and Tas1r3-KO 

mice (Tordoff, Shao et al. 2008), in which the latter strain preferred calcium solutions 

more highly but had smaller multiunit CT responses to them.  However, these strain 
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differences arose primarily due to differences in the initial phasic portion of the 

responses, rather than during the later tonic period (Cherukuri et al., 2011). Thus, it 

appears that the positive aspects of calcium’s taste are most active during the tonic 

period, whereas the negative aspects of its taste are most active during its phasic 

response.  This explanation is consistent with the fact that Tas1r3 KO mice (i.e., a strain 

with low phasic responses to CaCl2 but not unusually high tonic responses) do not prefer 

CaCl2 over water, but merely show less avoidance of it than do B6 mice.  PWD mice, in 

contrast, appear to find calcium solutions highly palatable, which may be related to their 

large tonic responses for these compounds. 

4.4 Underlying mechanisms 

 We do not know the mechanisms underlying the strain differences in CT activity, 

though they must be found in the periphery (i.e., in taste buds or in the CT itself which is 

carrying neural activity from the taste bud). Previous work done by Ninomiya and 

colleagues (1982; 1984) found individual CT fibers responding to Ca
2+

/Mg
2+

 salts in few 

strains of mice, and whether they exist in PWD mice is unknown.  There is a possibility 

that the CT of PWD mice may have a greater percentage of these Ca-Mg fibers, which 

respond robustly to CaCl2, MgCl2, and QHCl, than is the case for the CT of B6 mice.  

However, such fibers also respond well to KCl and NH4Cl, and we did not observe strain 

differences in CT responses to those taste stimuli. 

 Another possible cause is strain variation in taste transduction mechanisms.  The 

G-protein coupled receptors CaSR and T1R3 have been proposed to mediate the unique 

taste of calcium.  With respect to CaSR, the B6 and PWD strains have SNPs in exons 6 
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and 7 of the Casr gene, and these polymorphisms could be responsible for the strain 

differences in preferences for and CT responses to CaCl2 and CaLa.  Magnesium ions can 

also bind to CaSR (Brown, 1997), and MgCl2 shares taste properties with CaCl2 and 

CaLa (Tordoff et al., 2008), so strain variation in Casr sequence may also explain our 

results for MgCl2.  Rats are able to discriminate between MgCl2 and CaCl2 (McCaughey 

and Tordoff, 2002), and so there remains a possibility that different mechanisms 

mediated our results for the two compounds.  PWD and B6 mice also differ in their 

alleles of Tas1r3, which has been implicated in sweet, umami, and calcium taste 

(Tordoff, Shao et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2003), and so this variation provides another 

potential basis for the observed behavioral and neural differences for CaCl2 and CaLa.  

The fact that we did not observe strain differences for sucrose does not rule out this 

mechanism, as different SNPs in Tas1r3 appear to mediate taste transduction for 

sweeteners and calcium (see Tordoff, Shao et al., 2008).   

 It seems highly unlikely that a single mechanism that could explain the strain 

differences in responses to citric acid, QHCl, CaCl2, CaLa, and MgCl2.  Citric acid, for 

example, is thought to taste primarily sour to mice, whereas QHCl is bitter, and CaCl2 

and CaLa have complex tastes. Although some intracellular events, such as activation of 

second messengers, appear to be shared between taste qualities (Glendinning, Bloom et 

al. 2005), there are no such individual pathways that are currently known to be shared by 

the five compounds that were preferred differentially by B6 and PWD mice.  The finding 

that PWD but not PWK mice show similar strong avidity for calcium but only the PWD 

strain prefers citric acid (relative to the B6 strain) argues that at least two mechanisms are 
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involved, with the one for calcium evolving in the common Mus m. musculus ancestor, 

whereas the one for citric acid originating since the PWD and PWK strains diverged.  It 

will require additional work to determine the genetic loci responsible for these behaviors. 
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